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NOR: Dette forskninsarbeidet genererer en abstrakt forklaring på tvers av 
vitenskaper til hvordan IKT og juss gjensidig former hverandre samt en 
praksisbasert algoritme som analyserer data og kommer fram til uavklarte 
forhold mellom IKT og juss. Algoritmen kan programmeres inn i et intelligent 
beslutningsstøttesystem. 

The research provides an answer to the question how technologies (ICT) and law 
mutually shape each other – in systems thinking and by use of complex systems 
knowledge. The answer addresses gaps within such disciplines, which are supposed to 
be capable of answering the question, such as Information Systems, Socio-Technical 
Systems and Legal Informatics. However, the field of Information Systems has a mess of 
situational perspectives on the topic, one-directional thinking and no unity in grasping 
the phenomenon as holistic. The field of Socio-Technical Systems, in turn, does not see 
the phenomenon of mutual shaping between technologies and law as a process, which 
takes place in time, and lacks the ontological and epistemological knowledge integration 
mechanisms, while speaking about qualitative asymmetry of ICT and law. The third 
field, Legal Informatics, is concerned only with the regulatory objectives on use of ICT 
and not with their informational and co-evolutionary mutuality.  

Therefore, the research generates a logic that covers the gaps and results in a holistic 
algorithm, which frames both an ontological and epistemological explanation to the 
phenomenon of mutual shaping between technologies and law. The answer consists of 
nine conditional rules from learning out of practices in ICT design and legal 
interpretation. One of those nine is a hypothesis, which makes the rules recursive in 
implication for their epistemic learning and improvement from the real-world 
experience and datasets. Ontologically, the recursiveness of the algorithm explains the 
networked structure of technological varieties within the same legislative environment, 
and differences in experiencing time flow in technological progress and legislative 
change. The results provide also practice-based information that can be of importance 
in decision making about possible technological implications in ICT. For example, the 
involved experts may believe that information systems go through “integration”, if to tag 
opinions, but the algorithm shows “synchronization” and supports it by data. The 
algorithm may also indicate a niche of actual decision making and alternatives to take. 
The dissertation is entirely transparent in its logic extraction, so that the algorithm 
comprises a manually generated prototype for an Intelligent Decision Support System 
realizable via natural language technologies in Artificial Intelligence. 


